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However, applying these grou 
ABSTRACT: Grounding search: systems need 
improved sensitivity to search rriore effectively for 
grounding routes. The proposed method changes 
the phase reference signal source from the search 
signal to a TV signal. A minimum signal level of 1 7 
dBu V at the antenna terminal is needed to obtain 
the phase reference. Experimentation using the new 
system demonstrated an improvement of 40 dB in the 
m1rumum detectable level and the phase 
measurement deviation improved from + 18 degrees 
to + 8 degrees. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Grounding systems are necessary to protect 
equipment in buildings from electromagnetic noise 
such as lightning surges and over-voltage caused by 
AC power lines. A particularly strong relation exists 
between appropriate grounding system design and 
reduced incidence of malfunctions from these noises. 
IEC and ITU-T have published specifications 
governing grounding systems for effective protection 
of equipment[l],[2]. A grounding system that uses a 
ground riser has been applied to a 
telecommunications building[3]. 

actual buildings is difficult, beqau 
usually contain grounding win�s 
grounding routes. 

We had previously develo <

search system for more effic' 
[ 4]. This system us¢s ' l)oj 
the phase data of the seardli s1 
route. It obtains the phase refer 
reference signal, which is overl 
higher frequency than the 
sensitivity of the system is. , 
which the phase reference 
which depends on the differe, 
the search signal and the pha 
We focused on studying 
importance in improving se. 

Here, we propose a 
grounding routes that itn 
accuracy of phase meas 
the phase reference, the cl 
the results of measuring 
accuracy of the phaseh' 
described. 
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with a crystal oscillator. 
The 

filter 
amplifiers synchronizing 

the output 
summarized in Tabl.e 2. 

u,-;,.;,.a,vu to a reference 
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the TV wave vva:;; 
Table l. This means that 

companson. 
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